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ABSTRACT:
Based on research on analogy based reasoning in cognitive psychology, computer science and A.I., and the
computational and cognitive models derived from this research, this paper proposes a cognitive support procedure
for helping students map analogous concepts and relations between real-world target principles and analogous
computer-based simulations onto each other. Three assumptions drive this research: 1) That computer based
simulations are analogies of reality; 2) that in at least some cases students should be made aware of the limited
correspondence between reality and simulation for the benefit of accurate mental modeling; and 3) that encouraging
students to reason about this limited correspondence by means of analogy can facilitate accurate mental modeling,
especially since 4) analogy based reasoning is thought to be a very natural and intelligent practice. Since analogy
based reasoning is thought to be a vital learning mechanism in adults and children, analogy mapping is viewed as an
inherently natural process and, therefore, hypothesized to be an effective educational practice. An analogy mapping
tool or procedure might help students understand an analogy, its shortcomings in explaining a target principle, and
may also help prevent students from making undetectable erroneous inferences. Finally, because this paper deals
specifically with teaching the evolutionary principle of natural selection, analogy mapping was thought to provide
yet another advantage: To help discover specific preconceptions that lead students to reject the concept under study,
and provide a means to get around these preconception or at least pinpoint them so that they can be appropriately
addressed. The effects of analogy mapping were compared to those of concept mapping. No statistically significant
advantages of analogy mapping over simple concept mappings were found, however. Some conclusions on teaching
natural selection and evolution are drawn.
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1. Introduction
In his book ‘The Blind Watchmaker’, Dawkins tries to clarify that the evolution is the process of
“non-random survival of randomly varying replicators” (Dawkins, 1996). To make this process
of cumulative selection more understandable, Dawkins conceived and detailed a computer
simulation that enables successive generations of computer generated ‘creatures’ to randomly
mutate. Subsequently the simulation allows its user to non-randomly select specific creatures for
reproduction. Dawkins work has received a fair amount of critique, mainly based on arguments
from a creationist or ‘intelligent design’ stance. Some of these critiques, perhaps oddly enough,
consisted of pointing out that the aforementioned simulation had several shortcomings as a
truthful representation of reality. What these critics apparently failed to appreciate was that
instructional computer simulations such as that by Dawkins are always abstractions of reality;
that they serve as analogies. Perhaps, then, some people have to be made aware of the analogous
and abstract nature of such simulations, or they may fail to perceive its function and fail to
perceive how such a simulation explains reality. This leads to a central idea behind this study: If
simulations mostly serve as analogies, and if clarifying this to people can be important for
developing vital understanding, then perhaps supporting or scaffolding the procedure of
perceiving analogies (e.g. the relation between reality and a simulation) can be an important
teaching strategy.
There is much pedagogical promise to computer simulation use in science teaching (e.g.
Rivers & Vockell, 1987; Van Joolingen & De Jong, 1998; Perkins et al., 2006). Computer
simulations can be important learning tools for reasons, among others, that they can be
interactive, safe, cheap, readily available, reproducible, and scaleable in terms of time and space.
All these things make simulations such that they are perfect candidates for achieving selfdirected, constructivist, scientific discovery learning in students (De Jong & Van Joolingen,
1998).
Simulations serve to provide students with insights into the nature and/or workings of
particular, often complex concepts. Abstraction and simplification are key to achieving this.
Indeed, as Van Joolingen and De Jong (1991) contend, a simulation is always based on a model
that is a filtered representation of a certain real system. This model is designed to be an analogy
of the system being taught, and this point is crucial to the current study: Computer simulations
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are, at their very best, analogies of real systems.
This paper proposes that having students create adjacent concept maps of the two
constructs that comprise a complex analogy will scaffold the analogy perceiving process, and
thus not only help students obtain a better view on how source and target relate to each other, but
also on where one analogous construct fails to correspond with the other. It is hypothesized that
having students actively construct corresponding mental models of analogous constructs (e.g.
simulations and reality) will help students see both the strengths and weaknesses of the analogical
relations between them, and will thus result in engaging and deeper modes of thought and better
understanding of the target construct (e.g. natural selection). It might not always seem beneficial
to explain the differences between the two parts of an analogy, but in some cases it may be:
Though both have waves, light is hardly like water.

The main research question here is:

•

Can the mental process of mapping an analogy (in this case, in the form of a computer
simulation) be scaffolded such that understanding of the relation between simulation and
real-world is increased, thus increasing overall understanding of the real world domain?

Because the scientific domain – i.e. target domain - chosen for this study is natural selection, and
the source construct will be a simulation of natural selection, the main hypothesis for this study
is:

•

That engaging in analogy mapping as cognitive support procedure will enhance students’
understanding of natural selection as defined in this paper.

Analogy: The core of cognition?
Douglas R. Hofstadter views analogy as the core of cognition (Hofstadter, 2001). Though such a
stance is an extreme one, it is most certainly true that in people’s everyday learning, thinking and
reasoning, analogical thought often plays a vital part. (e.g. Holyoak & Thagard, 1997). In fact, if
perceiving familiarities in novel situations were not “natural and unavoidable”, all experience
would be totally new and strange (Wong, 1993). Not surprisingly, the promise of analogy based
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reasoning has not been lost on teaching practice. In trying to teach students difficult concepts,
analogous examples often prove useful cognitive tools (e.g, Glynn & Takahashi, 1998;
Hofstadter, 2001; Kokinov & French, 2002; Kurtz, Miao, & Gentner, 2001; Treagust, Harrison &
Venville, 1998). In scientific thought, analogies can play an important role in the development
and acquisition of new concepts and ideas (e.g. Paris & Glynn, 2004; Stavy & Tirosh, 1993).
Treagust et al. (1998) sum it up well when they say that “an effective way to deal with th[e]
problem [of learning difficult and unfamiliar concepts in biology, chemistry, and physics] is for
the teacher to provide an analogical bridge between the unfamiliar concept and the knowledge
which students possess”(p.86). Indeed, the concept of analogy based reasoning as a natural
cognitive ability has gathered so much credit that is has garnered its own neural theory of
analogical insight (Lawson & Lawson, 1993).

Learning and reasoning by means of analogy
Much research has gone into the specifics of learning and reasoning by means of analogy, and the
consensus is that the ability to learn and reason in this fashion is one of the key aspects of
complex human thought. There is, however, considerable debate on how analogies come to be,
and how they can be most appropriately modelled into a cognitive framework. Within the
scientific research area concerning itself with dissecting the cognition of analogy making, a rough
distinction can be made between two approaches to modelling analogy: High-level perception
(HLP) (Chalmers, French, & Hofstadter, 1992) and Structure mapping theory (SMT) (e.g.
Gentner, 1983; Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Gentner, 1989).

Structure mapping theory
SMT is a theory on analogy perception initially constructed by Dedre Gentner (e.g. Gentner,
1983; Markman, & Gentner, 1997). The idea is that, when constructing analogies, people map
knowledge from one domain (the source) to another domain (the target), conveying the idea that
a system of relations that holds among objects in the source, also holds among objects in the
target. According to Gentner (1983) analogical insight is equal to seeing common relations
between source and target, without much regard for the context and objects in which those
relations are embedded. In SMT, a ‘good’ analogy is one that satisfies the constraints of parallel
connectivity and one-to-one mapping (e.g. Gentner, 1983,1989; Halford, 1993; Holyoak &
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Thagard, 1989; Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner, 1993). Parallel connectivity requires that if two
predicates are matched, that their arguments must match as well. For example, if [revolves
around (earth, sun)] is matched to [revolves around (electron, nucleus)], then earth must match
electron and sun must match nucleus. Additionally, one-to-one mapping demands that that a
single source element be mapped to, at most, one target element.
Apart from the structure rules of parallel connectivity and one-to-one mapping, SMT is
also based on the principle of systematicity (e.g Clement & Gentner, 1991, Gentner, 1980, 1983;
Kurtz, Miao and Gentner, 2001), which states that knowledge embedded in coherent structures of
meaning has preference over isolated facts. In other words, that people have a tacit preference for
coherence and deductive power when interpreting an analogy. An important requirement for
structure mapping analogies is that mappings are logically consistent, meaning, for instance, that
mapping not only occurs between objects, but also between the relations between those objects
and so on. Generally speaking, structure mapping is viewed as a mechanism by which much of
experiential learning takes place; through implicit comparisons between a person's knowledge
structures at a given time, and through aligning experiential knowledge with previous knowledge,
or knowledge gained through instruction.

High-level perception
According to HLP (Chalmers, French, & Hofstadter, 1992), analogy making starts with low-level
perception consisting of early processing of sensory input. Consequently, high-level perceptions
involve extracting meaning from low level perceptions and making sense of this information at a
conceptual level. This sense-making ranges from object recognition to interpreting and
understanding complex situations. HLP deals with the problem of mental representation. In order
for low-level perceptions to be organized into a meaningful whole, this information must be
filtered and organized, thus leading to a structured representation. HLP, as opposed to SMT,
deals with the issue of how mental representations are formed in the first place. The general HLP
stance is that analogy making is part of high level perception, and that it is deeply interwoven
with other cognitive processes. The main critique of HLP on SMT’s interpretations of analogy
making is that the structure models by the likes of Gentner ignore the role of perceptual processes
(Chalmers, French, & Hofstadter, 1992). As Hofstadter (2001) has put it:
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“One should not think of analogy-making as a special variety of reasoning (as in the dull and uninspiring phrase
“analogical reasoning and problem-solving,” a long-standing cliché in the cognitive-science world), for that is to do
analogy a terrible disservice. After all, reasoning and problem-solving have (at least I dearly hope!) been at long last
recognized as lying far indeed from the core of human thought. If analogy were merely a special variety of
something that in itself lies way out on the peripheries, then it would be but an itty-bitty blip in the broad blue sky of
cognition. To me, however, analogy is anything but a bitty blip — rather, it’s the very blue that fills the whole sky of
cognition — analogy is everything, or very nearly so, in my view” (p. 1).

Which of the models of analogy is most appropriate?
There has been considerable debate on which of the above conceptualizations of analogy making
is most accurate and appropriate (e.g. Chalmers, French, & Hofstadter, 1992; Forbus, Gentner,
Markman, & Ferguson, 1998), but there seems to also be a careful mitigation that the two groups
are actually trying to model different aspects of analogy (Morisson & Dietrich, 1995). Then
again, this mitigation has received its own critique (Desai, 1997), so the disaccord is certainly not
over. The most crucial difference between HLP and SMT, at least in the context of the current
study, is that HLP is concerned with analogy making. That is, it tries to describe how an analogy
is built up from and around initial low-level perceptions, meaning making, and other cognitive
processes. SMT on the other hand, is more concerned with analogy understanding, meaning that
it describes how an analogy between two ready made constructs is arrived at, i.e., how source and
target are logically and structurally related, and how a person may perceive this.
SMT’s focus on perceiving and understanding ready made or presented analogies is for
the purpose of this report more relevant than HLP’s focus on how a completely new analogy
comes to be in the mind of the reasoner, or which low-level mental processes occur are at its’
base.

Analogy mapping as a procedure for cognitive support
Analogy mapping is a term conceived for the purpose of the current study, but it is not a new
term. In cognitive psychology and within the procedure of analogy based reasoning, the activity
of analogy mapping refers to the cognitive procedure of relating the source domain, to the
typically less understood target domain (e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1980). Analogy mapping can,
however, also refer to the teaching discourse of doing this mapping for the students, that is,
having the teacher dissect the relation between two analogous constructs (Harrison & Treagust,
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1993; Glynn, 1989), for instance, on a blackboard. In this paper, however, analogy mapping
refers to an activity similar to student concept mapping, the differences being that not one, but
two concepts are mapped and that these concepts are also mapped onto each other. Analogy
mapping, here, refers to a constructivist, student-centered activity wherein students personally
dissect and map two constructs onto each other using pencil and paper; it serves as a procedure
for cognitive support in coming to understand analogies.
Many studies describe cases in which students do not perceive scientific analogical
problems as such (Clement, 1987; Stavy & Berkovitz, 1980; Tsamir, 1992; as cited in Stavy &
Tirosh, 1993). This implies, for instance, that since people are very sensitive to surface features,
an educational analogy should not be one that can only be perceived if surface features are
completely ignored. It also implies the importance of having a student explicate - and come to
understand - an analogy by him or herself, since analogies enhance student learning through a
constructivist pathway (Duit, 1991).
The perception of any analogy is mainly dependent on semantic knowledge and inference
procedures (Gick & Holyaok, 1980) so, ordinarily, you cannot just present any analogy to a
student and expect it to clarify matters for them. Apparently it takes some sort of preconstructed
knowledge and cognitive capacity to perceive an analogy, let alone to perceive how it might
explain the real world concept. It would seem rather inappropriate, then, to present students with
an analogy based on an unfamiliar source domain, or one for which students had never noticed a
structural relation with the target before (as is the case in many simulations). However, if one can
scaffold the entire process of coming to understand a (ready made) analogy, perhaps teachers can
obtain optimum return on potentially valuable analogies. This is where analogy mapping as a
procedure for cognitive support comes in.
The analogy mapping by students should be geared toward scaffolding the process of
‘analogy understanding’, rather than ‘analogy making’. For this reason, the analogy mapping is
based on SMT. As Morrison and Dietrich (1995) put it: “Rather than requiring a specific
algorithm for each potential analogy […] the structure (mapping) algorithm makes it possible for
any properly constructed knowledge structure to be compared and considered for structuremapping” (p. 1).
Analogy mapping makes it possible for students to map the correspondences between
source and target. An important distinction between pure SMT and the approach used for this
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research is that here, the differences between source and target should be made explicit as well as
the correspondences. This technique is similar to what Kurtz, Miao and Gentner (2001) have
dubbed the process of ‘mutual alignment’ or ‘analogical bootstrapping’. In mutual alignment, the
emphasis is on juxtaposing two alignable situations and inviting learners to actively identify
common structures, as well as the differences between them. Since students are not assumed to
be familiar with neither source - they have not worked with the simulation before - nor target, a
sort of ‘cross mapping’ is desired. This cross mapping, or mutual alignment, helps students gain
insight into two analogous constructs simultaneously, and supports them in making explicit the
shortcomings of an analogy, which is vital to properly understanding it.

The rules of analogy mapping.
Though the models (maps) produced by students are not necessarily ‘good’ or ‘bad’, and should
allow for a certain amount of creativity, students are obliged to follow at least a few rules that
must exist for defining the analogy mapping problem space. The rules of analogy mapping only
make sense in a carefully defined rule space. To make maps meaningful, requirements for
analogy mapping are that it has:

•

a clear vocabulary (terms/concepts/relations)

•

a clear syntax (rules for forming models/mappings)

•

clear semantics (indications of the meaning of terms and relations)

•

clear quality criteria (rules for determining the quality of an analogy map)

During the current study, all participants are to either complement a ready-made start to a concept
map (or analogy map), or create an entirely new one. These techniques, both ‘construct-a-mapfrom-scratch’ techniques, are chosen in favor of a ´fill-in-the-map´ technique (which requires
students to attach labels to a ready made mapping schema), because the ‘construct-a-map-fromscratch’ technique better reflects differences between students’ knowledge structures (RuizPrimo, Schultz, Li, & Shavelson, 2001).
The analogy maps produced by students must, ideally, reflect ‘structure interpretations’
(i.e. accurate mapping structures) and ‘deductive interpretations’ (i.e. demonstrations of students’
capability of extrapolating their acquired insights to situations that are not explicitly presented in
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the simulation). Deductive interpretations can also be tested by means of asking insight-based
questions prior to and following the analogy mapping procedure. These are questions that cannot
be answered on the basis of explicitly and/or literally presented information.
Map quality can be assessed on the basis of structure interpretations and deductive
interpretations. From the structure mapping done by the students, the experimenter must be able
to deduce that students have understood the problem. Content/structure correctness is based on
interpretations of causal relations, structure, function, and procedures.

What is the nature of the relation between simulation and real-life?
It is for any analogy, or any simulation, vital to know what the exact correspondence with reality
is, should an instructor want his or her students to clarify it. Within the SMT paradigm, a
distinction is made between three kinds of relation matches, those being ‘mere appearance’,
‘analogy’, and ‘literal similarity’. A mere appearance match refers only to superficial relations
between source and target, e.g. “Flickering in the sun, the sea was like a billion diamonds”. An
analogy covers similarity of relations, e.g. “The atom is like the solar system”. Literal similarity
refers to situations in which all or most predicates can be mapped from source to target. Note that
these three are distinguished on a continuum, rather than a discrete subdivision. The current
simulation seems to fit somewhere between analogy and literal similarity. However, even though
a simulation can be a rather precise reflection of reality, it will never be a literal similarity.
A computer simulation – any simulation - is based on a model which has a certain relation
with the real world domain. Zeigler (1976; as cited in Van Joolingen and De Jong, 1991)
distinguishes between five concepts in relation to modelling: (1) The real system is the real world
domain that is to be modelled; (2) the base model is an abstract but complete description of every
aspect and function of the entire real system; (3) lumped models are derived from the base
models, and are descriptions of only a subset of the real system, and which are defined by an (4)
experimental frame (i.e. the objectives and possibilities the experimenter has). The experimental
frame results in (5) filtered data that is both input for and output from the lumped model. Figure
1 depicts the nature of modelling according to Zeigler. To model a system always implies
simplifying it, and the lumped model (e.g. a simulation) provides users with the rules, states and
objects of which it is comprised (i.e. the experimental frame).
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The base model determines how an experimental frame can be specified, and roughly
speaking, three of such base models exist: a physical system (A) is a natural system, i.e. one that
occurs in the natural world. A model of such a system is composed of observed characteristics of
the real world. An artificial system (B) is created by human beings, and is in fact based on a base
model, rather than the other way around. An abstract system (C) has no counterpart in the real
world; it is used to illustrate effect that are not clearly visible in the real world (Van Joolingen &
De Jong, 1991).

Real System

Base Model

Experimental Frame

Filtered Data

Lumped Model

Figure 1. Modelling according to Zeigler, adapted from
Van Joolingen and De Jong (1991).

The relation between the simulation used for this research and the real world is not very
straightforward. On the one hand, it describes a natural phenomenon (i.e. natural selection), but
does so with significant ‘shortcomings’, most important of which is that the user actively and
purposely plays the role of ‘natural’ selector, which directly contradicts the directionlessness and
purposelessness of evolution. It is exactly for this shortcoming that this simulation is perfectly
suited for testing the potential of analogy mapping as a procedure for cognitive support. A learner
working with a certain model (in the form of a computer based simulation) needs to validate this
model, because if the student is to learn something, then he or she should recognize the model as
a representation of an external system (Van Joolingen & De Jong, 1991). This also requires
recognizing its shortcomings.
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Natural selection as scientific target domain
There are several reasons for choosing the subject of natural selection as scientific domain for the
current study. First, natural selection is a good example of a principle that is only understood if it
is understood completely. The implications of a single theory may be observed truth separately,
but not logically connected in a bigger picture by most observers. Second, it is a principle of
which many people hold alternative (incorrect) conceptions that have been extensively and
accurately mapped by a great deal of research in the past. This means that understanding can be
precisely conceptualized by pre- and post tests, and learning effects due to experimental
conditions better assessed, judged and classified. Third, understanding natural selection is of
importance to the entire field of biology, making its understanding scientifically vital. Fourth and
finally, understanding natural selection is of societal relevance, considering, for instance, the
current debate between religious and evolutionary theories in science classes everywhere.

Public understanding of evolution
Many people hold preconceptions of evolution that are at least partly incorrect (e.g. Bishop &
Anderson, 1990 ; Bizzo, 1994; Fisher & Lipson, 1986). The terms preconception and alternative
conception, rather than misconception, are used here, because the latter might suggest negative
connotations with respect to the student’s self constructed ideas. As Clement (1993) points out, in
some cases these alternative conceptions are successful adaptations to practical situations in the
world. What makes a lot of existing alternative conceptions of natural selection very persistent is
that they are often fully operational and logically sound. A Lamarckian view of evolution, for
example, is logically sound in the sense that it is not contradictory, and allows for accurate
description and prediction, just like Newton’s law of gravity does as long as you do not leave
Earth (or look beyond it). This is why Lamarckian evolution has been accepted truth for a
relatively long time before Darwin wrote ‘The Origin of Species’. In other words: Though the
exact mechanisms of evolution are not always understood, the alternative mental models used by
students can nonetheless be successful at a superficial level of explanation and prediction.
What it boils down to is that this paper is concerned with finding a way to help at least
some students overcome partly incorrect alternative, yet perfectly internally logical modes of
thought! It is because of this dilemma in evolutionary preconception, that the preferred method of
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education is one that employs some form of a conceptual change approach (e.g. Chan, Burtis &
Bereiter, 1997; Jonassen, 2006; Strike & Posner, 1982).

Societal relevance: religious beliefs and intelligent design
Evolution is an important but difficult topic to teach. There is, however, more to teaching
evolution than tackling an inherently difficult subject. In many classes, evolution is a touchy and
controversial subject for teachers and students alike. But even those who would publicly proclaim
themselves to be proponents of the theory of evolution, more often than not, fail to fully grasp the
concept of natural selection. This becomes problematic when whether or not evolution should be
taught as ‘truth’ becomes a public discussion.
An illustration. A weblog entry (week 9, 2005) by then Dutch minister of education,
culture and science reads:

"... I had an interesting talk with Cees Dekker, nano-engineer in Delft and winner of the spinoza prize. He is a
believer in the ‘intelligent design’ philosophy. It holds that a ‘designer’ or ‘creator’ is responsible for all existence on
Earth. [...] I do not believe in ‘coincidence’ or ‘chance’ either. What binds Islam, Judaism and Christianity is the idea
of a ‘creator’. I see possibilities to realize connections here. These connections can particularly be made in the
academic debate. If we succeed in uniting scientists of different religious denominations, then their efforts might
eventually be applied in schools and classes. A few of my officials will continue talks with Cees Dekker to see how
this debate will be materialized." (http://www.kennislink.nl/web/show?id=132896)

In a televised response, renowned Dutch geneticist, cell biologist, columnist and current minister
of education Ronald Plasterk remarked: “You could think the Earth is flat, but not if you’re a
pilot on transatlantic flights. Similarly, there is no biologist that does not believe in evolution”
(Buitenhof, Sunday, May 8, 2005). Two important issues can be distilled from this remark: First,
that evolution is undeniably real, and second, that nothing in biology makes any real sense but in
light of this, not another, ‘theory’. Stressing the importance of a public understanding of
evolution, it must be said that if one would advocate a scientific approach toward investigating,
explaining and teaching the origins of life as we know it, then one must first make sure that the
public and in-class dialogues concerning these issues do not become matters of faith, but of
empiricism, and fundamentally valid arguments. Research has shown that even a lot of people on
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evolution’s side of the debate, do not fully understand evolution (Greene, 1990). This does not do
the public and class debates on evolution versus creationism very good.

Evolution dissected: conception and preconception
Many people, including those who adhere to the theory of evolution and natural selection, have
been shown to hold alternative conceptualization of the evolutionary process nonetheless. Much
research has been done to allow for a careful and accurate conceptual subdivision of the
evolution, as well as the misconceptions that persist among the general public (e.g. Anderson,
Fisher & Norman, 2002; Bishop and Anderson, 1985, 1990; Bizzo, 1994; Greene, 1990; Mayr,
1982; Wallin, Hagman & Olander, 2000).
Leading evolutionary biologist Ernst Mayr dissected the knowledge of the theory of
natural selection into five facts, from which three inferences are drawn.

Fact 1: All populations have the potential to grow at an exponential rate.
Fact 2: Most populations reach a certain size, then remain fairly stable over time
Fact 3: Natural resources are limited
Inference 1: Not all offspring survive to reproductive age in part because of competition
for natural resources
Fact 4: Individuals in a population are not identical, but vary in many characteristics.
Fact 5: Many of these characteristics are inherited.
Inference 2: Survival is not random. Those individuals with characteristics that provide
them with some advantage over others in that particular environmental condition will
survive to reproduce, whereas others will die.
Inference 3: population change over time as the frequency of advantageous alleles
increases. These could accumulate over time to result in speciation. (Mayr, 1982; from
Anderson, Fisher, & Norman).

These facts and inferences are logically exhaustive in the sense that if one understands these facts
and inferences and how they relate, then one can rather safely be considered to understand, on a
superficial level at least, the process of natural selection.
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One reason for students suffering from persisting trouble in fully understanding evolution,
in spite of having been educated in the subject, is that their knowledge of the subject is organized
in such a way that it can still successfully predict and explain events in the real world (Fisher and
Lipson, 1986). Furthermore, as Holland, Holyoak, Nisbett and Thagard (1986) suggest, there is
probably some hierarchy of models one will use if no other is available. A ‘default’ model is
often a naïve conception of the external world based on some subjective attribution of
characteristics (to a phenomenon) and/or ‘common sense’ notions.
So how do students conceptualize evolution? To find out how the principle of natural
selection is best taught it is vital to understand how it is misunderstood. As it turns out, though
sometimes different in surface features, alternative concepts mostly consist of a limited number
of typical misinterpretations that are put in two categories for the purpose of this study. The
belief in some form of directedness and/or the underestimation of the role of variation in
populations are the major culprits in the minds of those who have trouble understanding that
evolution is the “non-random selection of randomly varying replicators”.

Directedness
The belief in directedness can have several ´forms´, such as believing in orthogenesis, in which
individual traits slowly unfold over generations; Lamarckian evolution, in which individual
organisms acquire ‘needed’ changes during their lifetime, which are passed on to future
generations; or the belief in a directing agent, such as a God. Directedness also implies a failure
to appreciate the combination of both random and non-random processes. The idea that evolution
occurs as a result of environmental change is also testament to a belief in directedness (Bishop &
Anderson, 1985, 1990; Greene, 1990; Wallin, Hagman & Olander, 2000).

Underestimation of the role of variation
People often do not realize that the unit of evolution is not the individual, but rather the
population. The genetic variance in populations is what allows for evolution. Perceiving the role
of variation in the evolutionary process is important for coming to realize the ‘blindness’ of
evolution, because it implies that evolution is not aimed at helping the individual get ‘stronger’,
or ‘better’. Evolution can be recognized as the growing proportions of individuals within a
population posessing a certain ‘trait’ (Greene, 1990; Lewontin, 1984; Bishop and Anderson,
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1985, 1990; Wallin, Hagman & Olander, 2000). Please refer to appendix 8 for more information
on common preconceptions.

An important caveat in evolution teaching is that instructors should pay careful attention to
terminology because these might only encourage certain misconceptions to arise or persist
(Bishop & Anderson, 1985, 1990; Bizzo, 1994). For instance, the term ‘adaptation’, often used in
biology, conveys the notion that organism somehow actively contribute to their own evolution.
Another example of bad terminology is ‘fitness’, which conveys the notion that creatures higher
in the phylogenetic tree, or creatures stronger or smarter, are somehow fitter or ‘better’. In
evolution, fitness is actually only used to denote the relative capability of organisms (or genes) to
generate offspring. Even the term natural selection can me misleading, because it implies some
sort of premeditative action. Perhaps natural conservation would be a better term.

Aiming for conceptual change
The best way to help students overcome persistent misconceptions (especially those that are at
least logically sound) is to assess the particulars of their misunderstanding, and adapt a teaching
strategy accordingly. Very broadly speaking, the aim here is to achieve conceptual change in
students. Conceptual change can be defined as learning that changes an existing conception - i.e.
a belief, idea, or way of thinking. In conceptual change, existing conceptions are fundamentally
changed or replaced with a conceptual framework that students can use to solve problems,
explain phenomena, and function in their world (Davis, 2001). Teaching for conceptual change
primarily involves 1) uncovering students' preconceptions about a particular topic or
phenomenon and 2) using various techniques to help students change their conceptual
framework. Heuristic procedures, such as analogy based reasoning, are very well fit for the
purpose of achieving conceptual change, because they allow reasoners to extend, combine,
modify or even replace existing conceptual models by constructing new ones (e.g. Gentner,
Brem, Ferguson, Markman, Levidow, Wolff, & Forbus; 1997). In analogy based reasoning,
conceptual knowledge in source domains is a powerful source for new ideas in the target domain.
The strategy for achieving conceptual change in this experiment is, firstly, to present
participants with an explanatory text (as a practical surrogate for a biology teacher) which
contains logical dissection of natural selection by the likes of Mayr and Dawkins, in authentic,
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meaningful terms. Secondly, this text can then be used for input for an experimental procedure
(i.e. working with, and understanding the simulation, and knowing how to map it onto the target
construct of evolution.) The text is written in such a way that it takes into account common
misconceptions and addresses them implicitly. The reason for not addressing them explicitly is
that explaining too much would provide unnecessary static to the outcome of this experiment:
The effects (acquired insights) of analogy mapping. Thirdly, a concept or analogy mapping
activity is meant to help students organize their thoughts and scaffold the comparison between
simulation and real-world natural selection.

Dawkins’ simulation and its 'shortcomings'
Before turning to the method section, it is necessary to describe the simulation used for this
experiment, as well as the criticism that it has received (by creationists) for not accurately
reflecting reality.
The simulation starts with a population of eight biomorphs (stick-creatures), randomly
generated (See figure 2). The objective is to select two individuals (mother and father), by
clicking check-boxes with the mouse. If, after checking two boxes, the ‘reproduction’ button is
clicked, the first generation, issued from the two selected parents, appears. The ‘children's’
genome (genotype) is a combination of the genome of both parents. However, all children are
different from each other due to:

•

the crossover of the genomes of the two parents.

•

the mutation(s) on their own genome.

From the children, again, two parents can be selected to reproduce, continuing the cycle
generation after generation. In this manner, the simulation shows that reproduction (non-random
selection) and (random) mutation equal evolution.
Parameters
In the original simulation, there were two parameters: Mutations and a gene transcription that
was either forced order or random order. Students could control the amount of mutations to
occur upon each reproduction. It could be set to ‘high’, ‘medium’, ‘low’, or ‘none’. The idea was
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that, when set to low or none, the lack of mutation would lead to an impoverished gene-pool, and
a slower and more difficult evolution. Since mutation are inherently random, and the simulation
should not be made too difficult, the simulation was adapted such that the participants for this
research did not have the option of changing gene transcription.

Figure 2: The simulation interface

Evolution
Biomorphs are artificial creatures, but like natural ones have a genotype consisting of a certain
code. What you see is the phenotype, but the code is the genotype. The letters that comprise the
genotype are all ´genes´. The code consists of nine letters, the first eight of which can be any
letter from A to M. The last letter can have a value from I to N. In all, the simulation can display
a total of 4,894,384,326 types of different biomorphs.

Fidelity
The fidelity of a simulation refers to how the internal model represents the real system and the
way that this representation is presented to a learner (De Jong & Van Joolingen; 1998). Hays and
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Singer (1989; as cited in Van Joolingen & De Jong, 1998) differentiate between physical and
functional fidelity, the former referring to its look and feel, and the latter referring to what can be
done with the simulation. Levin and Waugh (1988; as cited in Van Joolingen & De Jong) further
dissect physical fidelity into perceptual fidelity and manipulative fidelity, the former referring to
look, feel and sound; the latter referring to whether or not the learner acts similar to reality.
There are several reasons for preferring high-fidelity simulations over lower fidelity
simulations, for instance, for reasons of optimizing knowledge transfer, optimizing motivation
and/or optimizing visualization processes (De Jong & Van Joolingen, 1998). Depending on
specific possibilities (e.g. manipulability, scaleability, articulation), and restrictions (e.g. costs) a
simulation might preferably be, or have the ability to be, different from reality.
There is no single answer to the question of whether or not fidelity is beneficial, as it
mostly depends on the domain it covers and the reasons for its use. For the current simulation,
fidelity is of marginal mentionability. Both physical and functional fidelity are rather low, but
this is exactly what makes the current simulation an excellent candidate for analogy mapping.
Critique of the simulation
Dawkins´ explanation of natural selection has gathered a significant amount of critique, which,
oddly enough, is often aimed at his simulation in particular. The fact that the simulation is such a
good target for critique is the very reason why it is so suited to the current research. After all, the
critiques show that a good simulation can be dangerously misinterpreted. Some examples:

On

http://www.answersingenesis.org/docs/264.asp,

the

author

argues

that

“Dawkins’

[bio]morphs have as much relevance to the origin of the information in living things as sand has
to the origin of information in a computer memory (the memory chips are made of silicon
extracted from sand). Dawkins’ selects things that look like something recognizable and then he
claims that what he gets is the result of blind selection. How illogical!” (retrieved may 15th,
2006)

On http://hotcupofjoe.blogspot.com/2006/04/review-dawkins-god-genes-memes-and.html , the
author cites Alister McGrath, author of ‘Dawkins' God: Genes, Memes and the Meaning of Life’
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(2005), who states that evolution “does not begin with a target of progression”, and that “both the
computer and the program itself are designed”. (retrieved may 15th, 2006)

Of course, these critiques of evolution are not entirely valid, for they are only based on the
‘shortcomings’ of the simulation. The critiques boil down to the idea that, since the simulation is
“itself designed” and uses a “seeing person to purposely select”, it cannot possibly reflect a
reality that has evolved slowly and selects blindly. However, this or any other simulation is based
on an abstract model, meaning that though it is aimed at clarifying some aspect of reality, the
model has no counterpart in the real world. Similarly, a simulation of a frictionless world may not
depict an existing system, but it does help understand the base model underlying the world of
forces around us (Van ´t Hul, Van Joolingen, & Lijnse, 1989; DiSessa, 1982; as cited in Van
Joolingen & De Jong, 1991). The same is true for any properly constructed and properly used
simulation. The point here is not to get lost in abstraction and lose sight of the sensitive and
idiosyncratic relation between the simplified and the actual. It is important to keep in mind why
the simulation was created in the first place. Dawkins himself acknowledges that “in the
computer model […] the selection criterion is not survival, but the ability to appeal to human
whim”(p. 57). Dawkins’ model is nothing more than an organizer of thought, as are most
analogies.

The above critiques are cases wherein an analogy is taken as a (flawed) literal similarity, and
wherein a whole theoretical framework is denied because of it. In classrooms where similar
argumentation might pervade thought, this debate is vital, and must be open.
Since you cannot reproduce a real system as simulation, and since it is impossible to make a
simulation that encompasses all logical objects, attributes, relations and processes in evolution, it
seems vital to point out the correspondences with reality as well as deficiencies of simulations,
and have students understand exactly what aspect of evolution is clarified by a single example or
simulation.
It is hypothesized here, that those students encouraged to reason through analogy about
the relation between reality and simulation, will be able to see the differences between them
better, and are thus better capable of coming to understand the simulation’s shortcomings.
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2. Method
Thirty participants were involved in the experiment. All were university students and all of them
majored in social science. Eleven of them had taken biology in high school. Participants were
aged between eighteen and twenty-five with a mean age of 20.1 years and an SD of 1.98 years.
Nine participants were male; twenty-one female. Participants were randomly assigned to
experimental conditions, only controlling for the amount of males and females in each group.
Males and females were divided between control and experimental groups in almost equal
proportions; five males and ten females in the analogy mapping group, and four males and eleven
females in the control group. All participants were assumed to be of above average intelligence,
since they were all students at a research university. All thirty-two participants were obtained
through a student pool and earned credits for participation. None of them were aware of the
experiment’s contents or purpose before taking part in the experiment.

Materials
The experiment was partly paper-based, partly computer-based. Questionnaires were paper based,
and additional information on natural selection as well as instructions regarding the experiment
were presented on a computer. Computer-based parts of the experiment were executed on an Intel
Pentium CPU, 2.80 GHz RAM computer running Windows XP and a 17” color monitor, set to a
1024 x 768 pixel resolution. The simulation was written in java by Alain Cogniat and based on an
evolutionary algorithm conceived by Richard Dawkins (The blind watchmaker, 1988). The
simulation was embedded in a simple html page with white background. The concept and
analogy mapping was done using pencil and paper, since no existing concept mapping tools
possess all of the features required for decent analogy mapping.

The Conceptual Inventory of Natural Selection (CINS; Anderson, Fisher & Norman, 2002) was
used for both pre- and post-testing. It is a diagnostic test that assesses understanding of ten
concepts related to natural selection, in part based on the conceptual subdivision by Mayr (1982)
mentioned earlier. These concepts are biotic potential - that organisms produce more young than
can be sustained by available resources; limited resources - that all members of a species
compete; genetic variation - that organisms within a species differ from one another in inherited
traits; limited survival - that some organisms do not survive; variation within a population - that
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organisms within a species differ from one another in inherited traits; origin of variation - that the
variations arise through mutation and genetic recombination; inheritance of variation - that
mutation and genetic recombination are random events that produce beneficial, neutral, or
harmful traits that can all be past on to progeny; differential survival - that among these offspring,
those best suited to the environment tend to be most successful in producing young; change in a
population - that through differential reproductive success, the frequency of different genetic
types in the population can change with each succeeding generation; and origin of species - that
when two populations of a single species are separated for an extended period of time by a
physical, behavioral, temporal, or other barrier, the populations may diverge to the extent that
they become separate species.
The CINS is an extension and improvement of a test designed by Bishop and Anderson
(1985, 1990). The difference between the original questionnaire by Bishop and Anderson and the
CINS is that the latter uses multiple choice rather than Likert scales, and outlines authentic
scenarios for asking questions about, rather than hypothetical situations. The CINS, as well as
some additional questions in post-testing test for insight into the principles of natural selection,
rather than explicit factual knowledge. The CINS was translated to Dutch, after which it was
reviewed by three domain experts at NIOO KNAW (The Dutch Institute for Ecology).

Task
The task of the participants in the control group was to make a concept map of a computer-based
simulation of natural selection using the vocabulary of Gentner´s structure mapping theory of
analogy-making. This vocabulary consists of objects, attributes, relationships and processes. The
task of the participants in the experimental group was to make concept maps of the simulation, as
well as the target principle of real-world natural selection, and map these two concepts onto each
other to see their (dis)similarities. All participants were handed paper-based instructions on how
to use the simulation and mapping software. They had been given a brief, clear, and adequately
superficial description of natural selection (appendix 3).
Participants were pre- and post-tested on their insights into the process of natural
selection using the CINS. The answers alternative to the correct ones are based on the ten
common misconceptions.

Using this validated conceptual subdivision, student’s erroneous

answers could be classified as arising from one or more common misconceptions.
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The post-test was embellished with five open questions aimed at testing student’s insights
into the shortcomings of the simulation, as well as four Likert scale questions from the original
questionnaire (Bishop and Anderson, 1985; 1990) on which the CINS was originally based. (see
appendix 7). The reason for using four additional questions from another questionnaire as posttest measures is that they serve as an extra test for experimental effects (a ‘safety measure’). On
average, the experiment lasted slightly less than two hours - approximately thirty minutes for pretesting, fifteen minutes for instructions, ten minutes for the simulation, twenty-five minutes for
concept or analogy mapping and thirty minutes for post-testing.
Procedure
All experiments were carried out in an artificially lit cubicle. Upon entering the cubicle,
participants were instructed to turn off their mobile phones, be seated and adjust their seat for
optimal comfort. Participants were asked to fill in their name, number, indicate whether they had
taken biology in high-school, indicate their self-perceived understanding of the process of
evolution, and indicate their theological beliefs and the degree to which they thought the theory
of evolution explains life on earth today (see appendix 1).
After filling in the first questionnaire, participants were told that they were going to be
tested on their insights into the principles of natural selection in evolution, and that afterwards
they would get some additional information on the topic and the opportunity to work with a
simulation of natural selection. They were instructed that after working with the simulation, they
were to engage in concept mapping or analogy mapping (depending on the experimental
condition they were assigned to) so as to increase their understanding of the subject. If they did
not know what concept mapping was, they were given a brief explanation. Participants were told
that at certain stages during the experiment, they would be prompted to carefully read
instructional texts appearing on the screen. These texts could be returned to for later reference.
Participants were also informed that at the end of the experiment, they were to do a post-test so as
to see how much their understanding of natural selection had increased. If, at any time before or
during the experiment, students had questions, they were free to ask the experimenter, though
questions related to natural selection and evolution were not going to be answered.
After this brief introduction, participants were handed the Conceptual Inventory of
Natural Selection (Anderson et al, 2002; appendix 2) on paper, and told to take their time filling
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it in, think hard about the answers and realize that only one of the four alternative answers for
each question was absolutely correct.
After completion of the CINS, participants read a brief description of natural selection in
terms equally superficial as those they were, and were going to be tested on (appendix 3). They
were told to read it well, because they would be tested on their understanding of it later. After
finishing reading the description of natural selection, participants could forward through the html
environment, and were presented with instructions on using the simulation (see appendix 4). In
addition to containing pointers on using the simulation, this instruction also pointed out explicitly
to the participants that even though the simulation was meant to help understand the principle of
natural selection, that they should realize that the simulation only serves as an abstraction, an
analogy, of real-life natural selection. The instructions explicitly stated that because of this, the
simulation was not a perfect reflection of reality. Since students can differ in many respects when
working with, interpreting, and drawing conclusions when experimenting (Schauble, Glaser,
Raghavan, & Reiner, 1991), instruction was aimed at allowing maximum generalization over
students after experimenting. This was done by telling students to ´pay attention´ to and ´think
about´ how the simulation reflects reality, for they were to be ´inquired on their conclusions
later´. Students were also told to ´try and understand´ the process of natural selection as reflected
in the simulation.
After reading the instructions for the simulation, students were prompted to start
experimenting with the simulation.
Following working with the simulation for approximately five minutes, participants were told to
shut down the application. At this point the procedure for experimental and control group started
to diverge. Participants from the control group were told they were going to draw a concept map
of the simulation. The computer screen presented them with a set of instructions on concepts
mapping and to which set of rules their concept map should obey (appendix 5). The experimental
group, on the other hand, was told they were going to be drawing an analogy map and presented
with a set of corresponding instructions which differed somewhat from the control group’s (See
appendix 6). In the experimental condition, students were not only instructed to make a concept
map of the simulation, but of the real principle of natural selection as well, and to do this in such
a way that corresponding, analogous concepts could be linked between the two maps.
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In both the experimental and control groups, participants were told that the vocabulary of
mapping concepts consisted of objects, attributes, relations and processes, in line with the
conception of analogy in structure mapping (e.g. Gentner, 1983; Falkenhainer, Forbus, &
Gentner, 1986)For all participants, a beginning to mapping the simulation was made to help them
on their way (see figure 3).

Figure 3. When starting work on the concept map,
this partial map is presented to participants to elaborate on.

Once participants were finished, maps were handed to the experimenter. After mapping,
participants were again asked to fill in the CINS, of which the order of questions and alternative
answers had been changed. This time, participants were also presented with five additional
questions for assessing their understanding of those aspects of natural selection that were poorly
reflected in the simulation, as well as four Likert scale questions from the test devised by Bishop
and Anderson (1985, 1990; see appendix 7). Finishing these questions meant the experiment was
over.
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3. Results
On pre-test CINS, the concept mapping group gave an average of 12,53 correct answers out of
twenty, whereas the analogy mapping group scored an average of 13,07 correct answers out of
twenty. This difference is not significant.
On post-test, the concept mapping group had, again, performed worst: 13,87 out of twenty
correct answers, against 14,73 out of twenty for the analogy mapping group. Both groups have
improved somewhat, but the effect hypothesized was not found; analogy mapping did not result
in more improvement than concept mapping. The difference is not significant.
Table 1 shows the results of an independent samples t-test of the difference between
analogy mapping and concept mapping groups. The comparison here is on the basis of the
differences between CINS pre- and post test scores (improvement). The concept mapping
(control) group can be seen to have given, on average, 1.4667 more correct answers on the posttest than on pre-test. For the analogy mapping (experimental) group this number is larger. The
differences, however, are not significant (t(28)= -.253, p=0 .8).

Std. Error
group
Difference

analogy
mapping
concept
mapping

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Mean

15

1.6667

1.95180

.50395

15

1.4667

2.35635

.60841

Table 1. The difference between the scores on pre- and post tests for all participants.

For this study it was hypothesized that since evolution and natural selection are internally
logical process systems, that it must theoretically be possible to have learners understand the
entire complexity of these processes on the basis of just a limited number of premises. In other,
more practical terms: This study assumed that if students fully understand one aspect of evolution
– say, the origin of variation – that it would be very likely that they would also understand other,
logically related issues – say, the importance of genetic variation for evolution to occur. If
students would be able to do this, they would be displaying insight.
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It is also possible, however, that such an assumption is incorrect, and that student’s do not
reason about evolution in a manner that is logically similar to how evolution actually works, i.e.
that their insight is lacking. If students are unable to deduce all the logical implications from a
single (or a few) premises(s) given, for instance, by the simulation used in this study, then it is
important to have a look at just those questions in the CINS that address the logical premises that
are more or less explicitly reflected in the simulation.
Since Dawkins’ initial goal for the simulation was to exemplify that evolution is the “non-random
selection of randomly varying replicators”, it seemed appropriate to repeat the above analysis
using only those CINS questions that implicitly or explicitly refer to this statement, i.e. questions
relating to variation, the origin of variation, and variation inherited. Results were similar,
however, and it is therefore safe to conclude that the analogy mapping condition did not provide
any advantage over the concept mapping condition in this experiment.
A second post-test was administered to all participants mainly to see whether there would
be any difference between control and experimental groups in terms of their insight into the
shortcoming of the simulation. In fact, there was not. Of all thirty participants, only nine realized
that being able to select the biomorphs yourself was a ‘flaw’ of the simulation. Four of them were
in the experimental group.
The most interesting conclusion one can draw from the second post-test derives from the
answers given to the four Likert-scale questions in the end: Even though some students had
earlier seemingly shown that they understood certain aspects of evolution, such as the
randomness of variation, these Likert-questions revealed that students, in fact, were still not
willing to abandon the idea of a ‘need’ or ‘purpose’ as a reason for evolutionary change. A
considerable part of the students had an apparent difficulty answering at the extremes of the
Likert-continuum. A analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) reveals a covariance of -,409 (p= ,255)
between scores on Likert questions and scores on six relevant CINS questions.

Three variables of interest (gender, having enjoyed biology education or not, and belief) were
further inspected on their influence on test scores. Table 2 displays how these were distributed in
the participant pool.
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MEN (N=9)

BIOLOGY

No Biology

Women (N=21)

Biology

No Biology

EVOLUTIONIST

N=3

Non-evolutionist

N=0

Evolutionist

N=5

Non-evolutionist

N=1

Evolutionist

N=6

Non-evolutionist

N=2

Evolutionist

N=7

Non-evolutionist

N=6

Table 2: The distribution of gender, belief and having enjoyed biology education in the participant group.

Biology
Students who had taken biology in high school scored only slightly better than students who did
not: 13.00 against 12.80 correct answers on pre-test and 14.62 against 14,10 on post-test. The
difference is not significant.

Belief
There was also a difference between students who indicated believing that evolution was the sole
explanatory power for life on Earth, and students who thought that life could also be explained by
some driving force (e.g. God). On pre-test, ‘evolutionists’ scored an average of 13,57 correct
answers, whereas the others scored 11 correct answers on average, t(28)= 1.823, p= .079. On
post-test, evolutionists gave an average of 15,52 correct answers, against 11,44 for the others,
t(28)=2.967, p=.006. The average difference between pre- and post-test is an improvement of
2.05 correct answers for evolutionists, and an improvement of only 0.44 for the others.
(t=(28)=1.984, p=0.0057).

Gender
Males scored much better on both pre- and post-tests than women did, with women scoring an
average of 11,38 and 13,14 correct answers on pre- and post-tests, and men scoring an average of
16,11 and 17. (T(28)=3.959, p < .001, and T(28)=2.760, p = .010). Women, however, do
improve more between pre- and post-tests, but no conclusions surrounding this interaction effect
can be drawn.
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Concept and analogy mapping quality
Driven by the results from the second post-test, a final analysis was to see whether there is a
relation between the quality of mappings and scores on the six relevant post test multiple choice
questions on the one hand, and between the quality of the mappings and the Likert questions on
the other. The analysis was done for all participants, and for the concept and analogy mapping
groups separately. The formal criteria for assessing map were looking at structure interpretations
and deductive interpretations, as well as level of detail (extensiveness) and accuracy
(correctness). However, as became clear rather quickly upon studying maps, students should be
allowed some room for creativity in mapping, and should not be forced to include everything an
instructor is looking for in a map. See figure 4 for an example of a typical analogy map. This
particular student used crosses to symbolize death, or simply not being selected for reproduction,
and did not quite know how to integrate mutation in the model so he just wrote the word
‘mutation’ where he thought it would occur. Such creativity and free interpretation of analogy
mapping should not be discouraged. Of course, students should always have the opportunity to
clarify their model. By distinguishing between selection and natural selection, this student
identified an important difference between the simulation and reality, i.e., that selection by self is
fundamentally different from natural ´selection´.

Simulation Source

Real-world target

Figure 4. A computer re-creation of a simple, but good analogy map.
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Maps were lined up in order of quality for concept mapping and analogy mapping groups,
and then divided into three groups of five maps (or ten maps if you do not distinguish between
concept maps and analogy maps). This way, quality of the maps was divided into three
categories: bad, average, and good. Values from 1 to 3 were assigned to these categories
respectively.
A nonparametric Spearman´s rho correlation between the six relevant post test multiple
choice questions, and the quality of the mappings (for all participants) is -.012 (p=.949). The
Pearson correlation between questions between scores on the Likert scale questions and the
quality of the mappings is .316 (p=.089) for all participants. None of these results are significant,
but what is interesting here, however, is not so much the separate spearman correlations, or their
(in)significance levels, but rather the differences between these correlation levels (.949 and .089).
Good mappings seem to be better at predicting scores on Likert scales then they are at predicting
scores on multiple choice scales. If it is assumed that good mappings are a reflection of proper
understanding, then it seems that Likert scale questions are much better indicators of the same
understanding than multiple choice questions are. In any case, it is clear that there is a big
difference in the way these two kinds of questions tap into and reflect existing knowledge and
understanding.
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4. Conclusions
No significant differences between control and experimental groups were found, meaning that
there is no advantage to using an analogy mapping technique in terms of correct answers on the
CINS or in terms of insight into the shortcomings of the simulation. To put it in another way:
Analogy mapping does not result in insights that participants would not be able to acquire by
concept mapping alone, at least not in the current experimental set-up. Both groups did learn
somewhat, as reflected in better post-test scores for most participants.

Other findings
Differences between evolutionists and non-evolutionists were quite large with respect to pre- and
post-test CINS scores. Not only did evolutionists score better on both tests, but they also
improved more between tests. This result seems to suggest that people who do not (fully) believe
in evolution as an explanation for the existence of complex life, are less willing or capable to
change their views on this theory, though this conclusion is certainly not decisive. For the sake of
public argument, the fact that many evolutionist scored rather low (approximately 7,5 and 4,5
incorrect answers on pre- and post-test respectively) may be interpreted as demonstrating that the
debate between ‘evolutionists’ and creationists is indeed somewhat based on belief, rather than
understanding, on the part of both parties.
Men scored significantly better in pre- and post-test questionnaires. Women, however, did
seem to improve more between pre- and post-tests. A possible explanation for this interaction
effect might be that men have more affinity with biology-related or technical subjects; have
learned more about it in the past, and are therefore more knowledgeable, but also less flexible
with regard to changing their – partly incorrect - conceptual models of evolution. More research
is needed to clarify this matter.

Reflections on the CINS and mappings
Evolution is a very difficult topic to teach, and teachers should not assume that it can be
explained to students in a straightforward matter. Getting a clear picture of existing preconceptions, by means of the CINS for instance, may seem appropriate, but there is a
mentionable caveat: A good or bad answer to a CINS question does not seem to reveal much
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about the student’s conception of evolution! The results from this study seem to suggest that this
kind of superficial testing is, at best, only insightful into whether or not students fully understand
evolution. No statements with regard to exactly how a student conceives evolution can be made
on the basis of CINS questions alone. Here is why:
A relation at the 0.1 significance level was found between concept/analogy map quality
and scores on likert questions, whereas no relation whatsoever was found between CINS scores
and map quality. It is possible that more power and/or a higher number of Likert questions would
have resulted in statistical significance of the relation between map quality and Likert scores. It
will be interesting to see whether future research can explain the difference between the relation
between mappings and questionnaires as diagnostic tools, and how Likert scale questions like the
ones used here relate to multiple choice questions in terms of exactly what it is they measure, and
what conclusions can be drawn on the basis of their outcome. For now, it seems that in the search
for evidence for the existence of both correct and alternative conceptions of evolution and
natural selection in students, confidence measures like those reflected in the Likert scales may be
essential. Answers to the Likert question, though not like confidence measures in a strict sense,
reflect some degree of doubt and resistance to conceptual change that may persist in the student.
Anderson, Fisher and Norman (2002), developers of the CINS, state that “the CINS
provides a simple yet effective means of identifying the frequency of some common
misconceptions among large numbers of students”, and that “because the [CINS] targets ten of
the main ideas of the theory of natural selection, instructors can be assured that a student who
chooses all of the correct answers has a fairly comprehensive understanding of how natural
selection influences populations” (p. 967). It seems, then, that the CINS is not an actual
inventory, but rather a relatively crude means for discriminating poor and good understanding of
natural selection.
It seems that the CINS, based on an – admittedly valid – subdivision of conceptions in the
field of natural selection, is a questionnaire that forces students to automatically fall into one of
ten pre-selected categories of misconception. This is not to say that the CINS is useless, but that,
preferably, it should not be used in isolation when testing student knowledge and insight, or
inventorying misconceptions. It may be a worthwhile investment to develop a test that uses the
advantages of likert scale confidence measures, and that is based on the conceptual subdivision
similar to the CINS’s.
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The current experiment required the CINS to be translated into Dutch, and this, in turn,
required that the translated version was reviewed by several domain experts for validation. The
expert comments were insightful, and some comments might even be things to consider for
improvement of the CINS:
Question 13 reads: "Assuming ideal conditions with abundant food and space and no predators,
what would happen if a pair of guppies were placed in a large pond?" The correct answer is C,
which reads "The guppy population would grow slowly at first, then would grow rapidly, and
thousands of guppies would fill the pond". Apparently, the authors are trying to avoid using the
word 'exponentially', but the current formulation is confusing to say the least. The relative speed
of growth is constant. Only the increase of absolute numbers is 'slow'. It seems that
'exponentially' is not such a bad term, and even just 'fast' seems a better choice than the current
formulation.
Question 7 reads: "What type of variation is passed on to the offspring?" All four alternative
answers are incorrect. According to the authors, the correct answer should be C ("All
characteristics that are genetically determined"). Better would be "some characteristics..", since
part of variation is, after all, random mutation. "Type of variation" also seems like a vague
description that students will have a hard time interpreting.
A final thought on analogy and analogy mapping
This experiment has shown is that it is difficult to tap into the mind of the learner and to see just
how a certain topic should be tailored and taught. But complexity comes with the territory, and
this may be interpreted as ‘support’ for the high-level perception stance on analogy: It seems that
you cannot accurately model analogy making without taking into consideration all or most of the
factors that influence how an analogy is arrived at in the first place. It is perhaps for this reason
that this experiment was unable to deliver on the potential promise of analogy mapping as a
procedure for cognitive support: Perhaps an analogy should not be ´forced´ onto someone. It may
be that for understanding complex analogies of reality, students need more coaching and
explanation in a way that caters to low-level perceptual processes and previous knowledge of the
students, as would likely be suggested by HLP advocates.
Some students may fail to see an analogy, and some may perceive one that is not actually
there (Stavy & Tirosh, 1993). This suggests that an analogy used for an educational purpose
should be completely understood by the student, or it may lead to misconception.
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All this is not to say that analogy mapping as proposed here is invaluable. Rather, it
means that this experiment may be best repeated, for instance, with an analogy of which the
target domain is completely unknown to the student and the source domain is completely known.
Students might benefit from being allowed more time to get acquainted with the process of
analogy mapping and/or being allowed more time for assimilation of, replacement of, or conflict
with conceptual schema’s. This process of accretion and tuning is thought to be an important
factor in achieving conceptual change (Pearsal, Skipper & Mintzes, 1996). It is possible that the
current experiment simply was too ambitious in aiming to test the promise of analogy mapping as
a cognitive support procedure, as well as wanting it to be effective in teaching something as
complex as evolution.
Analogy mapping for understanding very complex topics is perhaps more meaningful in
a more carefully designed approach to achieving conceptual change. A good method may be to
employ the pedagogy of collaborative conceptual change, including interviews, discussions,
conflict, and a provision of many illustrative examples. It is likely that having students and
teachers discuss their ideas in groups will reveal many of the alternative conceptions that can
exist, as well as their correct alternatives. A teacher may have to tailor his teaching strategy
somewhat ´on the fly´, and make sure that learning tasks fit well within the framework provided
by the selected strategy (Scott, Asoko, & Driver, 1991).
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APPENDICES.

Appendix 1
Vul hier je leeftijd in en omcirkel bij de verdere vragen het meest toepasselijke antwoord. Als je
antwoord er niet bij zit, kun je bij ‘anders, namelijk..’ aangeven welk antwoord op jou van
toepassing is. Wees in dat geval bij voorkeur zo helder en beknopt mogelijk. (Vragen staat vrij.)
Met alle informatie zal discreet omgegaan worden.
1 Leeftijd:
2 Geslacht m/v
3 Op de middelbare school had ik biologie in mijn profiel. ja/nee
4 Mijn begrip van de werking van evolutie is mijns inziens
uitstekend/goed/redelijk/matig/slecht/zeer slecht
5 Ik geloof in een hogere macht (Hieronder vallen God, Allah en Jehova, maar ook minder
bekende of persoonlijke Goden of krachten) (ja/nee/weet niet)
6 Ik geloof dat al het leven op Aarde verklaard kan worden aan de hand van
(God/evolutie/beiden/weet niet/anders namelijk….)
Als je antwoord op vraag 6 ´evolutie´ is mag je de volgende vragen overslaan.
7 Ik geloof dat het bestaan van planten op Aarde verklaard kan worden aan de hand van
(God/evolutie/beiden/weet niet/anders namelijk….)
8 Ik geloof dat het bestaan van dieren op Aarde verklaard kan worden aan de hand van
(God/evolutie/beiden/weet niet/anders namelijk….)
9 Ik geloof dat het bestaan van mensen op Aarde verklaard kan worden aan de hand van
(God/evolutie/beiden/weet niet/anders namelijk….)
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Appendix 2

Conceptuele Inventaris van Natuurlijke Selectie
Met deze test meten we je begrip van de theorie van Natuurlijke selectie. Kies alstublieft het antwoord dat het
best reflecteert hoe jij denkt dat een bioloog zou antwoorden. Lees de vragen en antwoorden goed. Er is altijd
maar één antwoord dat volledig correct is!

________________________________________________________________
Galapagos Vinken
Wetenschappers denken reeds lange tijd dat de 14 soorten vinken die op de Galapagos eilanden
leven, geëvolueerd zijn uit één specifieke soort vink die zo’n 1 tot 5 miljoen jaar geleden naar de
eilanden is gemigreerd (Lack, 1940). Recent onderzoek (Burns, et al, 2002) suggereert dat de
eerste vinken van de Caribische eilanden kwamen. Op de verschillende eilanden van de
Galapagos leven verschillende soorten vinken. Zo leven de Grondvink en de Cactusvink op één
eiland. De Grote Cactusvink woont op een ander eiland. Eén van de grootste veranderingen in de
vinken is hun snavelvorm en –grootte zoals hieronder in het plaatje te zien is.

________________________________________________________________________________
Kies het antwoord dat het best past bij hoe een evolutionair bioloog zou antwoorden!

1. Wat zou er gebeuren als een paartje vinken op een eiland geplaatst zou worden onder ideale
omstandigheden, dus zonder roofdieren, zonder concurrentie en met genoeg voedsel voor alle
individuen om te overleven en reproduceren. Na een tijd zal
a. de vinkpopulatie klein blijven, omdat vogels alleen genoeg nakomelingen krijgen om zichzelf te
vervangen.
b. de vinkpopulatie verdubbelen en dan relatief stabiel blijven.
c. de vinkpopulatie dramatisch in aantal toenemen.
d. de vinkpopulatie langzaam groeien en dan stabiliseren.
2. Vinken op de Galapagos Eilanden hebben water en voedsel nodig om te overleven.
a. Als voedsel en water schaars zijn, zullen sommige vogels wellicht niet in staat zijn te overleven.
b. Als voedsel en water beperkt zijn, zullen de vinken andere voedsel- en waterbronnen vinden, zodat er
altijd genoeg is.
c. Als voedsel en water beperkt zijn, zullen de vinken allemaal minder gaan eten en drinken, zodat alle
vogels kunnen overleven.
d. Er is altijd genoeg voedsel voor de vinken op de Galapagos eilanden.
3. Als een populatie vinken een hele lange tijd op een specifiek eiland heeft geleefd onder
onveranderende omstandigheden, dan zal
a. de populatie onveranderd snel blijven groeien
b. de populatie relatief stabiel blijven, met kleine fluctuaties
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c. de populatie elk jaar dramatisch groter en kleiner worden.
d. de populatie langzaam kleiner worden.
4. Wat zijn de voornaamste veranderingen die plaats zullen vinden in een aan evolutie onderhevige
vinkpopulatie?
a. De eigenschappen van elke vink binnen de populatie zullen langzaam veranderen.
b. De proporties vinken binnen de populatie die bepaalde eigenschappen bezitten, zullen veranderen.
c. Succesvol gedrag geleerd door de vinken wordt doorgegeven aan de volgende generaties
d. Mutaties vinden plaats om de in de behoeften van de vinken te voorzien als de omgeving verandert.

5. Afhankelijk van hun snavelvorm en –grootte, eten sommige vinken nectar van bloemen, larven uit
boomschors, kleine zaden of grote noten. Welke uitspraak past het best bij de interactie tussen
vinken en hun voedselvoorziening?
a. De meeste vinken op een eiland werken samen, om zo voedsel te vinden en te delen.
b. Veel vinken op het eiland concurreren, en degenen die fysiek het sterkst zijn winnen.
c. Er is meer dan genoeg voedsel voor alle vinken, dus ze hoeven niet te concurreren om voedsel.
d. Vinken concurreren met name met vinken van dezelfde soort, en/of vinken die qua soort dicht bij ze
staan en dezelfde soorten voedsel eten, en sommige vinken zullen dood gaan van de honger.

6. Hoe zijn de verschillende snaveltypen voor het eerst ontstaan bij de vinken van de Galapagos?
a. De verschillende snaveltypen ontstonden vanwege de noodzaak in staat te kunnen zijn verschillende
soorten voedsel te eten om te overleven.
b. De verschillende snavelsoorten ontstonden per toeval. Wanneer er dan een goede ‘match’ was tussen
snavelstructuur en beschikbaar voedsel, kregen die specifieke vogels meer nakomelingen.
c. De verschillende snaveltypen ontstonden omdat de omgevingsinvloeden de gewenste genetische
veranderingen tot stand brachten.
d. De snavels van de vinken veranderden iets van grootte en vorm, waarbij sommige groter en andere
kleiner werden met elke opeenvolgende generatie.
7. Welk soort variatie in vinken wordt doorgegeven aan de kinderen?
a. Elk gedrag dat de vinken zich aangeleerd hebben tijdens hun leven.
b. Alleen eigenschappen waar de vink voordeel van had tijdens zijn leven.
c. Eigenschappen die genetisch vastliggen
d. Elke eigenschap die positief beïnvloed is door de omgeving tijdens het leven van de vink.

8. Wat zorgde ervoor dat populaties vinken met verschillende snaveltypen uiteindelijk compleet
verschillende soorten werden, verdeeld over de verschillende eilanden?
a. De vinken waren vrij variabel, en de vinken wiens eigenschappen het best pasten bij de beschikbare
voedselbronnen op de verschillende eilanden, konden ook het meest succesvol voortplanten.
b. Alle vinken zijn in principe gelijk en ze behoren in feite gewoon tot dezelfde soort.
c. Verschillende voedselbronnen waren beschikbaar op de verschillende eilanden, en daarom
ontwikkelden individuele vinken op elk eiland langzaam de snavels die ze nodig hadden.
d. Verschillende lijnen vinken ontwikkelden verschillende soorten snavels omdat ze die nodig hadden voor
het eten van het beschikbare voedsel.
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Venezolaanse guppies
Guppies zijn kleine visjes die je kunt vinden in stromend water in o.a.Venezuela. Mannelijke guppies zijn bont
gekleurd, met zwarte, rode, blauwe en weerspiegelende vlekjes. Mannetjes kunnen niet té fel gekleurd zijn,
want dan worden ze gezien en opgegeten door hun natuurlijke vijanden. Als ze aan de andere kant niet fel
genoeg zijn, worden ze door de vrouwtjes niet verkozen boven andere mannetjes. Natuurlijke selectie en
sexuele selectie drukken de guppies in tegengestelde richtingen. Als een populatie guppies in een omgeving
zonder vijanden leeft, wordt de proportie felgekleurde mannetjes in de populatie groter. Als vervolgens een
paar agressieve roofdieren aan het water worden toegevoegd, daalt het aantal felgekleurde mannetjes na zo’n
vijf maanden (3-4 generaties). De effecten van roofvissen op guppiekleur is uitvoerig bestudeerd in
kunstmatige vijvers en natuurlijke leefomgevingen met matig agressieve roofvissen, zeer agressieve
roofvissen en geen roofvissen. (Endler, 1980).
Kies het antwoord dat het best past bij hoe een evolutionair bioloog zou antwoorden.

9. Een typisch natuurlijke populatie guppies bestaat uit honderden guppies. Welke uitspraak beschrijft de
guppies van één enkele soort in een geïsoleerde populatie het best?
a. De guppies delen alle eigenschappen en zijn identiek aan elkaar.
b. De guppies delen alle essentiële karakteristieken van de soort. De kleine variaties die ze vertonen
hebben geen invloed op overleven.
c. De guppies zijn allemaal identiek aan de binnenkant, maar verschillende nogal in uiterlijk.
d. De guppies delen veel essentiële karakteristieken, maar verschillen ook op veel vlakken.
10. Fitness is een term die biologen vaak gebruiken om het evolutionair succes van bepaalde individuen
en soorten te verklaren. (Denk aan de bekende uitspraak ´survival of the fittest´.) Welk aspect
zouden biologen als meest belangrijk beschouwen bij het bepalen welke guppies het meest ´fit´
zijn?
a. Een groot lichaam en de mogelijkheid om snel voor roofvissen weg te kunnen zwemmen.
b. Uitstekend in staat zijn om voedsel te vechten.
c. Een hoog aantal nakomelingen dat overleeft tot geslachtsrijpheid.
d. Een hoog aantal paringen met veel verschillende vrouwtjes.
11. Uitgaande van ideale omstandigheden met genoeg voedsel en ruimte en geen roofdieren, wat zou er
gebeuren als een paartje guppies geplaatst zou worden in een grote vijver?
a. De guppie populatie zou langzaam groeien, omdat guppies alleen het aantal nakomelingen krijgen dat
nodig is om de populatie weer aan te vullen.
b. De guppe populatie zou exponentieel groeien, en duizenden guppies zouden uiteindelijk de vijver
vullen.
c. De guppie populatie zou nooit erg groot worden, omdat alleen organismen als insecten en bacterieën
op een dergelijke manier reproduceren.
d. De guppiepopulatie zou langzaam blijven groeien.
12. Wat zijn de voornaamste veranderingen die plaatsvinden in guppie populaties?
a. De eigenschappen van elke individueel guppie in de populatie veranderen langzaam.
b. De proporties guppies met specifieke eigenschappen veranderen.
c. Succesvol gedrag geleerd door de guppies wordt doorgegeven aan het nageslacht
d. Mutaties vinden plaats om in de behoeften van de guppies te voorzien wanneer de omgeving
veranderd.
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13. Als een populatie guppies zich een aantal jaren heeft kunnen vormen in een echte (niet ideale) vijver,
met andere organismen inclusief roofdieren, wat zal er dan waarschijnlijk gebeuren met de
populatie guppies?
a. Die zal ongeveer even groot blijven
b. Die zal snel in grootte blijven toenemen
c. Die zal langzaam kleiner worden tot er geen guppies meer over zijn
d. Dat is onmogelijk
te zeggen, omdat populaties geen patronen volgen.
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Canarische Eilanden Hagedissen

De Canarische eilanden zijn zeven eilanden net ten westen van het Afrikaanse continent. De eilanden zijn
langzaam gekoloniseerd geraakt met leven: planten, hagedissen, vogels etc. Drie verschillende soorten
hagedissen die zijn gevonden op de eilanden lijken erg veel op één specifieke soort op het Afrikaanse
continent (Thorpe & Brown, 1989). Om deze reden gaan wetenschappers er vanuit dat de hagedissen van
Afrika naar de eilanden zijn gekomen op boomstammen die ooit de zee in zijn gespoeld en naar de eilanden
zijn gedreven.
Kies het antwoord dat het best past bij hoe een evolutionair bioloog zou antwoorden.
14. Hagedissen eten een variëteit aan insecten en planten. Welke uitspraak beschrijft het best de
beschikbaarheid van voedsel voor hagedissen op de Canarische eilanden.
a. Het vinden van voedsel is geen probleem aangezien voedsel altijd ten overvloede aanwezig is.
b. Aangezien hagedissen een grote diversiteit aan voedsel eten, is er naar alle waarschijnlijkheid te allen
tijde genoeg voedsel voor alle hagedissen.
c. Hagedissen kunnen leven op erg weinig voedsel, dus de voedselvoorraad doet er niet veel toe.
d. Het is waarschijnlijk dat er soms genoeg voedsel is, maar soms ook niet genoeg voedsel is voor alle
hagedissen.
15. Wat denk je dat er tussen de hagedissen van een bepaalde soort gebeurt wanneer de
voedselvoorraad beperkt is?
a. De hagedissen werken samen om voedsel te vinden en delen wat ze kunnen vinden.
b. De hagedissen vechten om het beschikbare voedsel en de sterkere hagedissen doden de zwakkere.
c. Genetische veranderingen die de hagedis in staat stellen nieuwe voedselsoorten te eten zullen
waarschijnlijk ontstaan.
d. De hagedissen die het minst succesvol zijn in de competitie voor voedsel zullen waarschijnlijk sterven
van honger.
16. Een gezonde populatie hagedissen bestaat uit honderden individuen. Op een eiland zullen alle
hagedissen in een hagedissenpopulatie waarschijnlijk
a. niet onderscheidbaar zijn, omdat er in geïsoleerde populaties veel sprake is van inteelt.
b. van binnen (genetisch) hetzelfde zijn, maar aan de buitenkant veel verschillende eigenschappen
vertonen.
c. op elkaar lijken, maar wel wat duidelijke verschillen in hun interne en externe eigenschappen vertonen.
d. hetzelfde zijn aan de buitenkant, maar verschillen vertonen in hun interne eigenschappen.

17. Welke uitspraak beschrijft het beste hoe eigenschappen van hagedissen worden geërfd door
nageslacht?
a. Wanneer de ouder-hagedissen leren bepaalde insecten te vangen, kan hun nageslacht hun insectvangkwaliteiten erven.
b. Wanneer de ouderhagedissen sterkere klauwen ontwikkelen door herhaald gebruik bij het vangen van
prooi, kan hun nageslacht de eigenschap van de sterkere klauw erven.
c. Wanneer de klauwen van een ouderhagedis slecht ontwikkeld zijn omdat deze er tijdens zijn leven
nauwelijks gebruik van heeft hoeven maken omdat er genoeg makkelijke voedselbronnen aanwezig
zijn, kan het nageslacht de zwakkere klauwen erven.
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d. Wanneer de ouderhagedis geboren wordt met een extra teen aan zijn klauw, kan het nageslacht de
zesvingerige klauw erven.
18. Fitness is een term die vaak gebruikt wordt door biologen om het evolutionair succes van bepaalde
organismen te verklaren. Hieronder staan beschrijvingen van vier fictionele vrouwelijke hagedissen.
Welke hagedis zou een bioloog als het meest ‘fit’ beschouwen.
Hagedis A
Lichaamslengte
20 cm
Tot volwassenheid
overlevende
19
nakomelingen
Leeftijd van
4 jaar
overlijden
opmerkingen
Hagedis A is erg
gezond, sterk en
Slim

Hagedis B
12 cm

Hagedis C
10 cm

Hagedis D
15 cm

28

22

26

5 jaar

4 jaar

6 jaar

Hagedis B heeft
gepaard met veel
hagedissen

Hagedis C is
Hagedis D heeft het
donkergekleurd en erggrootste territorium
snel
van alle
hagedissen

a. Hagedis A
b. Hagedis B
c. Hagedis C
d. Hagedis D
19. Waar komen de variaties in lichaamsgrootte tussen de drie soorten hagedissen volgens de theorie
van natuurlijke selectie waarschijnlijk vandaan?
a. De hagedissen moesten veranderen om te kunnen overleven, en daarom ontwikkelden nieuwe
eigenschappen waar ze wat aan hadden.
b. De hagedissen wilden verschillend in grootte worden, waardoor geleidelijk nieuwe eigenschappen
ontwikkelden.
c. Willekeurige genetische veranderingen en sexuele recombinatie creëerden beiden nieuwe variaties.
d. De omstandigheden op de eilanden veroorzaakten genetische vernadering.

20. Wat zou de oorzaak kunnen zijn van het verschijnsel dat één soort splitst in drie verschillende
soorten?
a. Groepen hagedissen kwamen in verschillende omstandigheden terecht op de verschillende eilanden,
waardoor ze elk een nieuwe soort moesten worden met hun eigen specifieke eigenschappen om te
kunnen overleven.
b. Groepen hagedissen moeten geografisch van elkaar gescheiden zijn geraakt, en willekeurige
genetische verandering moet door de tijd heen ‘opgehoopt’ zijn in deze verschillende hagedissen
populaties.
c. Ook al zijn er kleine variaties, toch zijn al deze hagedissen in principe gelijk en horen allemaal tot één
en dezelfde soort.

d. Omdat ze moesten overleven, hebben verschillende soorten hagedissen zich aangepast aan de
verschillende eilanden, en op die manier zijn de verschillende groepen organismen elk ontwikkeld tot
een nieuwe hagedissensoort.
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Appendix 3
Nu volgt een beknopte uitleg van het principe van natuurlijke selectie. Probeer het zo goed
mogelijk te lezen en te begrijpen.
Een centraal mechanisme in de evolutie is dat van natuurlijke selectie. Het is gebleken dat zelfs
onder de aanhangers van de evolutietheorie, er veel mensen zijn die een verkeerd beeld hebben
van evolutie. In de tekst hieronder worden de belangrijkste aspecten van natuurlijke selectie
uitgelegd in de hoop dat jouw inzicht in het exacte mechanisme van evolutie, mocht die niet
volledig correct zijn, wat wordt verdiept.
Evolutie bestaat eigenlijk voornamelijk uit twee hoofdprocessen. Het eerste hoofdproces is dat
van mutatie en sexuele recombinatie van genetisch materiaal. (Mutatie en recombinatie zijn in
feite verschillend, maar we gooien ze hier voor het gemak even op één hoop.) Door toevallige
mutaties van het genetisch materiaal en toevallige, totaal willekeurige combinaties van het
genetisch materiaal van beide ouders (tijdens de verwekking), krijgt elk individueel nageslacht
zijn eigen unieke genetische opmaak. Deze genetische opmaak verschilt meestal op subtiele
vlakken van dat van soortgenoten. Ieder individu is dus verschillend, zowel van binnen als van
buiten. Dat geldt dus ook voor individuen die tot dezelfde soort behoren. Het is juist door deze
diversiteit dat evolutie mogelijk is. De genetische opmaak van een organisme noemen we het
genotype.
Het genotype van een organisme komt tot uitdrukking in het fenotype. Het fenotype bestaat uit
de uiterlijke kenmerken en innerlijke functies van het organisme. Het fenotype wordt dus bepaald
door het genotype. Dat brengt ons bij het tweede hoofdproces. Naast de toevallige, willekeurige
mutatie en combinatie van genetisch materiaal is er namelijk ook het proces van natuurlijke
selectie door omgevingsfactoren. Dit proces is, in tegenstelling tot het resultaat van mutatie en
recombinatie, niet toevallig! Immers, de omgeving ‘selecteert’ vrij specifiek op bepaalde
eigenschappen van organismen.
Een voorbeeld: Toen door een toevallige mutatie in één individuele voorouder van de giraf dit
individu een iets langere nek kreeg, had dit voor dit dier zo’n groot voordeel boven zijn
soortgenoten (hij kon beter bij de blaadjes), dat hij makkelijker kon overleven dan zijn
soortgenoten en zijn genetisch materiaal verantwoordelijk voor zijn lange nek door kon geven
aan het nageslacht. Aangezien de natuurlijke voedselbronnen veelal beperkt aanwezig zijn, kán
zo´n mutatie dus het verschil tussen leven of dood betekenen. Deze ‘selectie’ door de omgeving
is dus niet toevallig, maar volgt logischerwijs uit de interactie tussen een bepaalde eigenschap en
de omgeving. Maar let wel: Een toevallig goed uitpakkende mutatie in een individueel organisme
is nog geen evolutie! Er is pas sprake van evolutie als bepaalde eigenschappen (zoals het hebben
van een lange nek) steeds vaker (of steeds minder) in een populatie dieren voorkomt. Met andere
woorden: Evolutie uit zich in de veranderende proporties individuen met bepaalde eigenschappen
binnen een populatie. Pas als na vele generaties een grote proportie of zelfs alle giraffen een
langere nek hebben gekregen door het voordeel dat dit biedt ten opzichte van een kortere nek,
kunnen we spreken van evolutie. Een mutatie hoeft overigens niet altijd voordeel te bieden. Een
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mutatie kan ook nadelig of neutraal zijn. Nadelige mutaties hebben logischerwijs weinig kans
zich vanuit één individu te verspreiden naar volgende generaties.

Vanwege het feit dat mutaties willekeurig zijn, én het feit dat omgevingen ‘willekeurig’
veranderen (denk aan (natuur)rampen, klimaatverandering en het ontstaan van allerlei andere
organismen) valt er dus eigenlijk geen pijl te trekken op wat de evolutie in de toekomst - laten we
zeggen: over 10 miljoen jaar - zal brengen. Dat hangt volkomen af van het toeval. (Vragen staat
vrij.)
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Appendix 4
Werken met de simulatie.
De simulatie waar je zo mee gaat werken biedt je de mogelijkheid om een beetje een idee te
krijgen van hoe natuurlijke selectie in zijn werk gaat. In het scherm zie je zogeheten ‘biomorphs’.
Biomorphs zijn ‘organismen’ opgebouwd uit allemaal kleine lijntjes. Elke biomorf heeft zijn
eigen ‘code’ van negen letters. Deze code wordt gereflecteerd in de vorm van de biomorphs. Als
je twee biomorfs met elkaar laat voortplanten door ze beiden aan te vinken, en vervolgens op
‘reproductie’ te klikken, krijg je een scherm vol met nageslacht van de twee geselecteerde
biomorphs. De ‘ouders’ zie je rechts in het scherm. Al het nageslacht van deze ouders bestaat
grotendeels uit een combinatie van de code van vader en moeder, maar deels ook uit willekeurige
mutatie.
Je kunt in het scherm het aantal mutaties dat plaatsvindt beinvloeden door deze in het scherm op
veel, gemiddeld, weinig of geen te zetten. Je zult zien dat hoe hoger je het aantal mutaties zet,
hoe diverser de biomorphs zijn na elke reproductie.
Probeer straks eens zelf wat te experimenteren. Stel je bijvoorbeeld maar eens ten doel om een
stel biomorfs te creeeren die lang en smal zijn, of iets hebben wat op vleugels lijkt. Als je maar
lang genoeg experimenteert kun je zelfs vormen creeeren die ergens op lijken. Zie de
voorbeelden hieronder.

Origineel
Vogel
Kreeft
Oorworm
Vlieg
AIMBJMDGN LACEJBJGN ALCGGEHMN BLCGCBFAN CJLEGFCMN
Een aantal mogelijke biomorphs met hun bijbehorende code.

Let echter wel: Je moet je realiseren dat deze simulatie slechts een abstractie, een analogie is van
het daadwerkelijke proces van natuurlijke selectie. Deze simulatie is dus geen perfecte reflectie
van de werkelijkheid! Ondanks dat deze simulatie is gemaakt om je te helpen een beter begrip
van natuurlijk selectie te krijgen, moet je er voor waken dat je je niet laat misleiden door
sommige dingen die niet helemaal corresponderen met de werkelijkheid. Probeer, als je ze kunt
ontdekken, de tekortkomingen van deze simulatie te onthouden, want je zult er straks nog naar
gevraagd worden.
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Neem nu eens een aantal simpele mogelijke uiterlijkheden van een biomorph in je hoofd (zoals
´lang en dun´, of ´met vleugels´) en probeer daarna een biomorf te realiseren die aan die criteria
voldoet door (maximaal een minuut of vijf) telkens de juiste biomorphs te combineren. Het is
geen schande als het niet helemaal lukt. Het belangrijkst is dat je een idee krijgt van hoe de
simulatie (en natuurlijke selectie) werkt. (Vragen staat vrij.)
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Appendix 5
Het maken van een concept map
Met pen, op papier, ga je zo een zogeheten ´concept map´ maken van de simulatie. Daarbij
doorloop je de volgende stappen.
-Maak eerst een model dat waarin duidelijk wordt hoe de verschillende objecten in de
simulatie zich tot elkaar verhouden. (Evt. :Voor het gemak is een beginnetje voor je gemaakt.)
De instructies/restricties zijn:
-gebruik blokken voor objecten
-gebruik (eventueel) cirkels voor attributen
-gebruik pijlen voor relaties
-gebruik gestippelde pijlen voor processen
Een simpel voorbeeld ziet er ongeveer als volgt uit.

Hieronder zie je een voorbeeld voor de analogie van de aarde en zon om de werking van een
atoom uit leggen. Dit is natuurlijk slechts één manier om deze analogie te maken. In dit
voorbeeld zie je wel relaties (tussen zon en aarde) maar geen processen. Mocht jij een proces in
je concept map willen opnemen dan kun je dat weergeven met gestippelde lijnen.
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Het is nu aan jou een zelfde soort model voor de simulatie van natuurlijke selectie te maken.
Zorg verder dat het volgende in ieder geval in het model van de simulatie terug te vinden is
-code
-biomorf
-willekeurige mutatie
-niet willekeurige selectie
Die laatste twee hoeven niet expliciet in het model genoemd te worden, als door de connectie
tussen concepten en evt. attributen maar duidelijk is waar deze processen terug te vinden zijn.
Maak desnoods met behulp van aantekeningen bij je concept map duidelijk waar deze processen
in het model terug te vinden zijn.
Voor het gemak is alvast een beginnetje gemaakt. De experimentleider zal je nu het programma
kort uitleggen. (Vragen staat vrij)
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Appendix 6
Het maken van een analogy map.

De simulatie die je zojuist hebt gebruikt is natuurlijk geen weerspiegeling van de werkelijkheid,
maar een abstractie daarvan. Om die reden bestaat er geen één op één relatie tussen alle objecten,
attributen, processen en relaties in de simulatie, en die in de werkelijkheid. Hoewel de simulatie
dus dient als middel om je het principe van natuurlijke te helpen begrijpen, kan het, als je niet
oppast, ook misleidend werken.
Met pen, op papier, ga je zo een zogeheten ´concept map´ maken van de simulatie. Daarbij
doorloop je de volgende stappen.
-Maak eerst een model dat aangeeft hoe de verschillende objecten in de simulatie zich tot
elkaar verhouden. (Evt. :Voor het gemak is een beginnetje voor je gemaakt.)
De instructies/restricties zijn:
-gebruik blokken voor objecten
-gebruik (eventueel) cirkels voor attributen
-gebruik pijlen voor relaties
-gebruik gestippelde pijlen voor processen
-gebruik rode lijnen voor de analogie
Een simpel voorbeeld ziet er ongeveer als volgt uit.

-Maak vervolgens een model van de daadwerkelijke natuurlijke selectie, en ‘map’ de
simulatie op de werkelijkheid door rode verbindingslijnen te gebruiken.
Hieronder zie je een voorbeeld voor de analogie van de aarde en zon om de werking van een
atoom uit leggen. Dit is natuurlijk slechts één manier om deze analogie te maken. Omdat ik niet
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precies weet waarom een elektron om een nucleus draait, heb ik de desbetreffende attributen van
nucleus en elektron ingevuld met vraagtekens. In dit voorbeeld zie je wel relaties (tussen zon en
aarde, en nucleus en elektron) maar geen processen. Mocht jij een proces in je concept map
willen opnemen dan kun je dat weergeven met gestippelde lijnen.

Het is nu aan jou een zelfde soort model voor het de analogie tussen de simulatie en het
werkelijke principe van de natuurlijke selectie. Zorg dat de twee modellen qua vorm en inhoud
matchen, zodat duidelijk wordt hoe de simulatie zich tot de werkelijkheid verhoudt.
Zorg verder dat het volgende in ieder geval in het model van de simulatie terug te vinden is
-code
-biomorf
-willekeurige mutatie
-niet willekeurige selectie
Voor het gemak is alvast een beginnetje gemaakt. De experimentleider zal je nu het programma
kort uitleggen. (Vragen staat vrij)
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Appendix 7
Additional questions for post-testing
1. De simulatie bevatte een aantal tekortkomingen. Probeer eens na te denken over wáár of hoe
de simulatie tekortschoot in het representeren van de werkelijkheid, en beschrijf deze
tekortkomingen kort. (Let wel, het gaat hier niet om oppervlakkige eigenschappen zoals het feit
dat biomorfs geen echte organismen zijn, maar om dingen die gerelateerd zijn aan het proces van
evolutie).
2. De bekende zooloog Richard Dawkins beschreef evolutie als zijnde de “niet willekeurige
selectie van willekeurig muterende organismen”.
Was de selectie in de simulatie willekeurig? Licht je antwoord toe.
3. Sommige mensen hebben bezwaar bij de term ‘natuurlijke selectie’. Waarom denk je dat dat
is? Vul ‘geen idee’ in als je het niet weet.
4. Ben je het eens met dat bezwaar? Waarom? (Sla deze vraag over als je bij de vorige vraag
‘geen idee’ hebt ingevuld.)
5. Evolutie heeft geen doel, geen streven. Evolutie is letterlijk ‘blind’ in de zin dat het niet ‘ziet’
wat het doet en ook geen ‘benul’ heeft waar het heen gaat. Was deze eigenschap terug te vinden
in de simulatie?

(Bishop and Anderson)

6. Cheetah’s (grote Afrikaanse katten) zijn in staat snelheden van meer dan 95 kilometer per uur
te rennen wanneer op prooi jagen. Hoe zou een bioloog verklaren hoe deze eigenschap heeft
kunnen evolueren, als je er vanuit gaat dat de directe voorouder van de cheetah maar 30 kilometer
per uur kon rennen.
7.
a. De eigenschap van gevliesde poten van eenden (1 = alleen de eerste uitspraak is correct, 3 =
beide uitspraken zijn even correct, 5 = alleen de rechter uitspraak is correct)
Verschenen in de vooroudereenden omdat ze in water
leefden en zwemvliezen
nodig hadden om te
zwemmen

1

2

3

4

5

Verscheen in eenden
vanwege een toevallige
mutatie

b. Tijdens het evolueren van zwemvliezen:
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hadden de meeste eenden
met elke volgende generatie
ongeveer dezelfde
hoeveelheid ‘vlies’ aan hun
poten als hun ouders

1

2

3

4

5

hadden de meeste eenden
met elke volgende generatie
nét iets meer vlies aan hun
poten als hun ouders

c. Verklaar:
Als een populatie eenden gedwongen zou zijn om te leven in een omgeving zonder water:
zouden veel eenden sterven
omdat hun poten slecht
aangepast zijn aan deze
omstandigheden

1

2

3

4

5

Zouden de eenden langzaam
niet-gevliesde poten
ontwikkelen.

5

de minder succesvolle
eenden stierven zonder
nageslacht

d. De populatie eenden ontwikkelde zwemvliezen omdat:
de meer succesvolle eenden
zich aanpasten aan hun
aquatische omstandigheden

1

2

3

4
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Appendix 8
Misconceptions in evolution.
Several studies (e.g. Bishop and Anderson 1985, Bishop and Anderson,1990; Wallin, Hagman &
Olander, 2000) demonstrated that in students’ thinking about evolution and natural selection,
three central alternative conceptions generally underlie poor understanding. The first
misconception is that students fail to make a distinction between the two separate processes of
random genetic change and non-random natural selection. Rather, students think there is some
single process in which features of the species gradually change. The second misconception is
failure to appreciate that variability within a population is crucial to evolution. An example:
“Birds might have had to escape their predators, and so gradually their legs changed to wings so
they could fly.” Students often view evolution as a process that shapes a species as a whole, when
in fact populations only evolve by virtue of genetic diversity and the (‘consequent’) reproductive
advantage certain genetic traits have. The third common misconception students hold is that
traits themselves are subjected to evolutionary processes, when in fact traits are established as
the growing proportion of individuals possessing certain traits through successive generations.
An example (from Bishop et al., 1990): “As sight was not needed, these salamanders in the cave,
through generations, passed down genes with less ability to see until they had evolved to the
blind ones.”

A study by Greene (1990) showed similar misconceptions to exist. According to Greene,
misunderstanding of evolution is expressed mainly through two mistaken assumptions: First, that
variations in a populations have little importance in its change process and, second, that when
nature changes, it is not at random. The latter of these two assumptions holds an implicit belief in
some sort of ‘directedness’ in evolution. According to Greene, three belief systems can lie at the
heart of belief in directedness: First, the belief in some directing agent or force (e.g. ‘God’);
second, orthogenesis, or the idea that patterns of changes originating within organisms are
constantly unfolding each generation; third, Lamarckism, or the belief that ‘needed’ changes can
be acquired during the lifetime of the organism and passed on to future generations.
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Lost in abstraction: Analogy mapping as a procedure for cognitive support in understanding natural selection.

Chris Wanrooij, June 26th, 2007.
According to a study by Lewontin (1984) students see variation in evolution as a result of
environmental change. For these students, the variation follows environmental change, rather
than precedes or coincides with it. According to Lewontin, students do not understand that
evolution is a “variational evolution”. To put it in another way: These students appear to believe
that there is some kind of ‘need’ for the organism to adapt as a cause of evolution. This is at odds
with the reality that evolution is the effect of natural selection over successive generations. These
students fail to grasp what iconic evolutionary biologist Ernst Mayr has christened the concept of
“changing populations” consisting of individuals with “unique constellations of characteristics”
(Mayr, 1988)

Firenze (1997) classed faulty conceptual models of evolution as being Lamarckian (though he
probably failed to appreciate that some misconceptions are too subtle to be called Lamarckian)
and found that existing misconceptions could be divided into two classes:
epistemological misconceptions - those dealing with the nature of science, that is, ‘evolution is
only a theory’, ‘evolution has never been proven correct’, or, ‘because biologists cannot see
species evolve, evolution is not a true science’, and so on -;
and content misconceptions - those dealing with the process of evolution, that is, ‘humans
evolved from monkeys’, ‘through evolution organisms get what they need’, ‘organisms progress
from "lower" to "higher" forms’, and so on.

All the misconceptions described above by different authors can, under scrutiny, be revealed to
be identical to each other, or to be overlapping to a great degree. Knowing the possible
misconceptions that might exist or arise in the heads of students can help teachers address these
issues more directly.
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